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Insect visitors to the Cape flora 
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Colour matters: assessing diversity of flower-visiting 
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Assessment relative to colour 
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Species richness estimates from sub samples 
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Relative abundance and diversity 
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Influence of colour 
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Species richness estimates from sub samples 
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Suitability of pan traps for sampling insects among the Cape Flora 
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Richness and diversity estimates from coloured pan traps 
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Species turnover and relationships between flower 
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0 - 10 km
N = 40, R2 = 0.322**
All pairs (0 – 80 km)
N = 120, R2 = 0.361**
20 - 40 km
N = 32, R2 = 0.430*
60 - 80 km


















































































































































0 - 10 km
N = 40, R2 = 0.594**
All pairs (0 – 80 km)
N = 120, R2 = 0.510**
20 - 40 km
N = 32, R2 = 0.027NS
60 - 80 km































































Effect of vegetation structure and community composition 
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Sum of all canonical eigenvalues = 0.511, 


















































Species richness and turnover 
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Congruence between plant and insect assemblages 
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Farmland biodiversity complements nature reserves 
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Apportioning of species 
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Importance of floral traits and visual display area on 
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Floral traits and floral density 
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1 = Astsp2; Dimplu. 
2 = Drisp; Roesp; Sensp
3 = Annsp1; Dorbel; Heslp.
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1 = Astsp2; Dimplu. 
2 = Albfla; Dorbel; Ornthy. 
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1 = Annsp1; Albfla; Astsp2
2 = Glasp; Roesp; Osstom
3 = Hersca; Murhei
4 = Aspsp1;Cottur; Helsp; Senele
















































1= Annsp1; Roesp; Helsp
2 = Astsp2; Felsp; Hersca
3 = Cyahya; Dimplu; Osttom
























































1= Cottur; Drisp; Sensp
2 = Annsp; Dorbel; Helsp
3 = Glasp; Osttom; Pelmyr





















































































































































Figure 5.6 – Visits per flower by all insect visitors plotted against a - number of visual 
displays per plot , b - total area of visual display per species and c – average bloom 
size  for flowering plants in a lowland Renosterveld community. Plant codes follow 
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1 = Annsp1; Dimplu; Roesp; Sensp.
2 = Dorbel; Helsp.
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1 = Annsp1; Dimplu; Roesp; Sensp. 
2 = Dorbel; Helsp.
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1 = Cottur; Cyahya; Helsp; Osstom; Sensp. 
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Anthophile presence a b 
Sum of all canonical eigenvalues = 1.177 
Cumulative % variance of first 4 canonical axes = 41.1 
Monte Carlo permutation test (all axes): F = 3.766; P = 
0.002 
Sum of all canonical eigenvalues = 0.873 
Cumulative % variance of first 4 canonical axes = 34.4 






Anthophile visitation  










































































N = 280 
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Effects of mass-flowering species 
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Box 1 – Implications and recommendations for insect 
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Appendix 2 – List of flower visiting insects recorded 
Flower-visiting insects 
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